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NEW DESIGNS 2022

ANDREU WORLD

Sustainability is the new beauty

Innovation lies in sustainability. Innovation also lives within Andreu World’s 
experience as a company that works with traditional techniques, but in an 
industrialized manner. In this way, we ensure that the manufacture of our designs
is optimal and respectful in terms of the environment, using construction systems 
that make it easier and more sustainable to separate each component at 
the end of its life. Then, they can be put into a new cycle, have a new life, 
respecting the framework of circularity. 

This is the starting point of the new 2022 collections, a selection of circular 
designs, starting with Oru, a range of seating and tables designed by Patricia Urquiola, 
iconic and material-forward for any public or private use. Also Mariya, a sofa by 
Philippe Starck, where the construction system defines its personality, full of 
functionality and comfort. Workspaces are transformed with collections such as
In Out Office, a furniture system created by Alfredo Häberli, which provides an 
innovative vision for hybrid uses. There is also Calma Chair, a work chair that 
combines the functionality of an operational and ergonomic seat, created by 
Benjamin Hubert. Extra Conference, Connect Table and Solid Conference boost 
their versatility with new versions, sizes and finishes that combine technology 
with new ways of working.

In short, durable designs created for wellbeing, ergonomics and health, 
which guide us through a holistic vision to create collaborative or individual 
spaces that are healthier, more natural and respectful of the planet. 
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Oru Chair

by Patricia Urquiola

The Oru collection is strongly influenced by the design of the 
70’s and is also inspired by a certain Japanese feeling and mood. 

A vigorous, iconic and bold design in which the striking 
architecture of the three legs is reminiscent of the shape of 

an oar, and is the result of precise wood craftsmanship. 

What stands out are the joints between the wooden pieces 
and the upholstered parts, which have a natural and harmonious 
finish, making Oru a unique design that represents an innovative 

and personal vision of the seating concept. Innovation lies 
in sustainability. The upholstery is made of recycled fabric 

and the internal foam is also made of recycled fibers, 
combining craftsmanship with industrial technology. 

ANDREU WORLD
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The Oru collection consists of chairs and armchairs, with two width options, 
stools in two heights and a lounge chair version. Its solid construction 
system is based on a structure of three ash wood legs, which provides 
maximum resistance in the most demanding uses. The seat is always 

upholstered and in the case of the chair, armchair and stools, the backrest 
is in solid wood, with the option of an upholstered backrest, while in the lounge 
chair the backrest is always upholstered. Its ergonomic design offers optimum 

body support, and its seat provides a high level of comfort thanks to the 
combination of foam and elastic webbing bands. 

ORU CHAIR

SI2270
3-legged chair in FSC® ash wood. 
Upholstered seat or uphostered 

seat and back.

BQ2274
3-legged barstool in FSC® ash 

wood. Upholstered seat or 
uphostered seat and back.

SO2271
3-legged armchair in FSC® 

ash wood.Upholstered seat or 
uphostered seat and back.

BQ2275
3-legged counter stool in FSC® 
ash wood. Upholstered seat or 

uphostered seat and back.

SO2273
3-legged armchair in FSC® 

ash wood. Upholstered seat or 
uphostered seat and back. 

Wide version.

BU2277
3-legged lounge chair in FSC® ash 
wood. Upholstered seat and back.
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Oru Table

ANDREU WORLD

by Patricia Urquiola

Following the concept of a soft office, Oru Table is designed for 
all those casual and formal places where work happens today, 

where furniture needs to be flexible, adaptable and have 
a feeling of home comfort. The design of its legs, whose 

elaborate geometry, without a single edge, is a statement of 
intent, drawing particular attention to where the pieces meet.  

The range includes various types of coffee, dining, meeting 
and occasional tables, which share the characteristic gesture 

of its wooden structure, its great formal beauty and in 
which the tradition of craftsmanship and the delicacy of the 
details with soft, rounded and exquisitely crafted geometries 

are expressed. It is an ecodesigned collection created for 
the circular economy, with a minimal carbon footprint and 

designed so that all components are easily separable 
and recyclable at the end of their useful life. 

A collection of tables made from FSC® solid wood and available 
in different sizes and versions of coffee, dining and side tables. 

The coffee table version is available with a round top in four 
widths. The dining and meeting table version is available with a 
round top in three sizes and a rectangular top in three widths. 

The occasional table is available in two heights. 
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ORU TABLE

Cafe table
Cafe table with round top and four-legged

 base made of solid FSC® ash wood.   
ME6544 Ø700 mm. / 27.50 in.
ME6545 Ø800 mm. / 31.50 in.
ME6546 Ø900 mm. / 35.50 in.

ME6547 Ø1.000 mm. / 39.50 in.

Occasional table
Occasional table with round top and four-legged

 base made of solid FSC® ash wood.    
ME6551 Ø450 mm. / 17.75 in.
ME6552 Ø550 mm. / 21.75 in.

Dinning table
Dining table with round top and three-legged

 base made of solid FSC® ash wood.  
ME6548 Ø1.300 mm. / 51 in. (3-legged)
ME6549 Ø1.400 mm. / 55 in. (3-legged)
ME6550 Ø1.500 mm. / 59 in. (3-legged)

ME6553 Ø1.800 mm. (5-legged)
ME6554 Ø2.000 mm. (6-legged)

Conference table
Conference table with rectangular top and six and eight-

legged base made of solid FSC® ash wood.  
ME6555 3.000 x 1.500 mm. (6-legged)
ME6556 3.500 x 1.500 mm. (8-legged)
ME6557 4.000 x 1.500 mm. ((8-legged)
ME6558 4.500 x 1.500 mm. (8-legged)
ME6559 5.000 x 1.500 mm. (8-legged)
ME6560 5.500 x 1.500 mm. (8-legged)

Dinning table
Dining table with round top and four-legged

 base made of solid FSC® ash wood.  
ME6540 2.000 x 1.200 mm. / 78.75 x 47.25 in.
ME6541 2.400 x 1.200 mm. / 94.50 x 47.25 in.
ME6542 2.600 x 1.200 mm. / 102.25 x 47.25 in.
ME6543 2.800 x 1.200 mm. / 110.25 x 47.25 in.
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Mariya

by Philippe Starck

Sometimes the construction system of a design defines its personality 
and gives it its own personality and new functions. This happens 
with Mariya, the collection of sofas designed by Philippe Starck, 

where the plywood board is the protagonist of an elaborate construction 
system inherited from the cabinetmaking tradition, drawing on systems 

of joints and interlocking made of wood, without a single screw, 
and in which its arms -in the two and three-seater versions- create 

a storage system that enhances its functionality.  

The precision and constructive complexity of its structure contrasts 
with the softness of its upholstered seat and backrest, which encourage 

comfort and relaxation without losing an ounce of personality. 
The structure of this sofa is based on three transversal beams 

fixed to both arms and on which rest the wooden panels of the seat 
and backrest with the upholstered cushions on top. Thanks to its 

intelligent construction system, it is a circular design, with a carefully 
studied carbon footprint and ecodesigned so that all components 

are easily separable and recyclable. 

ANDREU WORLD
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Mariya is a collection of lounge chairs in two widths and 
2 and 3-seater sofas. Its structure, made of oak veneered plywood board, 

is designed not to use any mechanical joining system. Its joints are 
made by means of a “clavet”, a handcrafted closure that recovers 

the cabinet-making tradition of the Middle Ages and that Starck has been 
able to transfer to our times to contribute to the circularity of the new 
designs. The intricate upholstery of the edge trim can be in the same

 tone as the upholstery, or in white, black, sand or brown. 

MARIYA

BU2247
Lounge chair in oak plywood made 

with FSC® wood. Wide version.

SF2244
2-seater sofa in oak plywood made with FSC® wood.

Auxiliary arm cushion.

SF2245
3-seater sofa in oak plywood made with FSC® wood.

Auxiliary arm cushion.
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Calma Chair

by Benjamin Hubert

Calma Chair is a line of chairs for work from home that combines 
the functionality of an operational and ergonomic seat with 

the appeal and approachability of the home. Its design is encapsulated 
in a die-cast aluminum frame that wraps around the backrest to 
create a frame that flows seamlessly into the circular armrests. 

As people return to the physical workplace, it is essential that these 
environments are inspiring and calming to replicate the benefits many 

found in working from home.  

Calma Chair draws inspiration from the comfort of home in its palette 
of handcrafted materials and simple lines to create a welcoming work 

seat, a soothing presence in the often stressful environment of the 
workplace. Its lines envelop the user to enhance comfort and tranquility, 
by means of a design where engineering and beauty go hand in hand, 

resulting in a perfect solution for any public or private space. 

Calma Chair is designed to allow a high degree of customization. 
Its lightweight, die-cast aluminum frame facilitates five different types 

of backrest: a fully upholstered backrest; a backrest with an 
upholstered front with wooden casing; and a breathable mesh backrest. 
It is available with a 5-wheel base or four casters, allowing it to be used 
both for our home-office desks and for conference or meeting spaces. 

The high backrest versions offer the option of a headrest cushion.

ANDREU WORLD
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CALMA CHAIR

SO2285
Medium-backed armchair with 
upholstered seat and backrest. 

4-star aluminum base. 
Synchro reclining system. 

Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 
backrest. Finishes: white, black 

and polished aluminum. 

SO2288
High-backed armchair with 

upholstered seat and backrest. 
4-star aluminum base. 

Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 
backrest. Finishes: white, black 

and polished aluminum. 

SO2291
Medium-backed armchair with seat 

and backrest in technical fabric. 
4-star aluminum base. Synchro 

reclining system. Aluminum arms. 
Finishes: white, black and polished 

aluminum. 

SO2286
Medium-backed armchair with 
upholstered seat and backrest. 
Aluminum base with 5 casters. 

Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 
backrest. Finishes: white, black 

and polished aluminum. 

SO2289
High-backed armchair with 

upholstered seat and backrest. 
Aluminum base with 5 casters. 

Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 
backrest. Finishes: white, black 

and polished aluminum. 

SO2292
Medium-backed armchair with 
seat and backrest in technical 
fabric. Aluminum base with 5 

casters. Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Finishes: white, 
black and polished aluminum. 

SO2287
Medium-backed armchair with 
upholstered seat and backrest. 

TP base with 5 casters.
Synchro reclining system. 

Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 
backrest. Black finish. 

SO2290
High-backed armchair with 

upholstered seat and backrest. 
TP base with 5 casters. 

Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 

backrest. Black finish. 

SO2293
Medium-backed armchair with seat 

and backrest in technical fabric.
TP base with 5 casters. 

Synchro reclining system. 
Aluminum arms. Option of walnut 

backrest. Black finish. 
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In Out Office

by Alfredo Häberli

We need workspaces to be warmer and make us feel at home. 
At home, we also need to feel more productive and for furniture 

to adapt dynamically to our needs.
  

In Out Office incorporates acoustic reduction solutions to provide 
privacy and soundproofing both individually, to promote concentration, 

and when used together for collaborative work.

It is a furniture system that meets all these needs, providing an 
innovative vision for hybrid uses in work and private spaces. Comprising 

sofas, lounge chairs, poufs and tables with different panel heights.
  

Thanks to its wheels, In Out Office can be adapted to the characteristics 
of each space, allowing the configuration of multiple and varied 

compositions, individual or group, and combining the different modules 
in a fast, agile and versatile way, enabling group work and collaboration. 

Ergonomics and comfort also play a central role in this system that 
adapts perfectly to the human physiognomy with the addition of feeling 
mentally at ease due to experiencing the pleasant sensation of space. 
It also offers integrated connectivity and wire-management solutions, 
both in sofa solutions and in tables, facilitating agile and customizable 

work that adapts to new ways of working. 

ANDREU WORLD
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IN OUT OFFICE

In Out Office is composed of 1, 2 and 3-seater sofas with back panel
 in two different heights and with two types of backrest, fixed in one piece 

or with individual cushions. Its die-cast aluminum base can be fixed 
or on casters that incorporate a braking system. 

BU2250
Single seat lounge chair with low backrest panel. 

Fixed legs optional. Option of fixed backrest. 
Option of cushioned backrest. 

BU2251
Single seat lounge chair with high backrest panel. 

Fixed legs optional. Option of fixed backrest. 
Option of cushioned backrest. 

SF2252
2-seater sofa with low backrest panel. 

Fixed legs optional. Fixed backrest option. 
Option of cushioned backrest.

SF2253
2-seater sofa with high back panel. 

Fixed legs optional. Fixed backrest option. 
Option of cushioned backrest.

SF2255
3-seater sofa with high back panel. Fixed legs optional. 
Fixed backrest option. Option of cushioned backrest.

SF2254
3-seater sofa with low backrest panel. Fixed legs 

optional. Fixed backrest option. Option of cushioned 
backrest.

IN OUT OFFICE
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IN OUT OFFICE

This furniture program offers work tables in two sizes, individual and extended, 
with an upholstered back panel in two heights and with the option of one or 
two shelves on the table top available in oak wood, lacquered and melamine 

in various shades. It has three pouf options with automatic braking 
mechanism when being sat on.  

ME2258
1-place table with low back panel. Fixed

backrest option. Option of low shelf. Shelf and table
materials: melamine, oak and lacquered.

ME2259
1-place table with high back panel. Fixed
backrest option. Option of low shelf. Shelf 
materials: melamine, oak and lacquered.

ME2260
2-place table with low back panel. Fixed

backrest option. Option of low shelf. Shelf and table
materials: melamine, oak and lacquered.

ME2261
2-place table with high back panel. Fixed
backrest option. Option of low shelf. Shelf 
materials: melamine, oak and lacquered.

RS2263
Large pouf. 

Fixed legs optional.
450 mm. / 17.75 in. height.

RS 2262
Small pouf.

Fixed legs optional. 
450 mm. /17.75 in. height.

RS2264
Small pouf. 

Fixed legs optional. 
650 mm. / 25.5 in. height.
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Extra Conference Table

by Lievore Altherr Molina

The architectural character of Extra Conference Table and its innovative 
construction concept make it a universal table system. Extra Conference 

table is based on a simple but definitive concept, a light aluminum 
structure, from which infinite combinations can be configured through 

the play of materials. While its multiple combinations of table tops 
and legs, come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. 

The Extra range has been extended with the addition of Extra 
Conference Table, in which the sizes of the table tops are increased, 
intermediate leg are added to create long continuous table solutions 

and a new base option with a cylindrical leg is incorporated, 
where the rectangular top has rounded corners to adapt to this leg. 

Extra Conference Table boosts its versatility and possibilities in corporate 
environments and transcends the concept of a configurable table by 

offering connectivity and multimedia options integrated into its structure, 
allowing it to combine technology with new ways of working.  

ANDREU WORLD
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It is a table system of 1.500 mm./59 inches width and lengths from 
3.000 mm./118,25 inches to 6.000 mm./236 inches. It can be configured with 
square, delta or cylindrical leg in aluminum or covered in oak. The table tops 

are available in a wide variety of materials and offer integrated wiring and 
electrification systems in accordance with international standards.   

EXTRA CONFERENCE TABLE

Table with 4-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

3.000 x 1.500 mm./ 118.25 x 59 in.
ME01330 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01331 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01332 6-legged Delta aluminum

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

3.500 x 1.500 mm./ 138.5 x 59 in.
ME01333 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01334 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01335 6-legged Delta aluminum

EXTRA CONFERENCE TABLE
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EXTRA CONFERENCE TABLE

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

4.000 x 1.500 mm./ 157.5 x 59 in.
ME01336 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01337 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01338 6-legged Delta aluminum

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

4.500 x 1.500 mm./ 177.25 x 59 in.
ME01339 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01340 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01341 6-legged Delta aluminum
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EXTRA CONFERENCE TABLE

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

5.000 x 1.500 mm./ 177.25 x 59 in.
ME01342 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01343 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01344 6-legged Delta aluminum

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

5.500 x 1.500 mm./ 216.5 x 59 in.
ME01345 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01346 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01347 6-legged Delta aluminum

Table with 6-legged with oak, lacquered, optical glass, technical stone 8, Compacto HPL, 
laminated, ultramatte, linoleum, marble M1 or M3 top.

6.000 x 1.500 mm./ 236 x 59 in.
ME01348 6-legged square aluminum base
ME01349 6-legged round aluminum base

ME01350 6-legged Delta aluminum
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Connect Table

by Gensler Design Consulting

Connect Table is a technological and flexible table with a concise design 
that allows the personalization of any public or private workspace, where 

flexibility and adaptation to the space is needed. This system expands with 
a version of inverted Y-shaped base with wheels, which brings greater 

dynamism to the collection while maintaining all its features and versatility. 

Extremely functional, its table top can be flipped over by means of its 
exclusive turning device and thanks to its wheels, the table can be easily 

moved and stored to save space, in addition to having joining systems that 
allow several tables to be efficiently joined together, creating varied and 

multiple spaces for meetings or collaborative work.

ANDREU WORLD
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CONNECT TABLE

Multiple connectivity options are available for solutions on both 
the surface and out of sight. Individually or in a group, Connect allows 

multiple configurations for individual work, collaboration or team meetings 
and stands out as an intelligent system with multimedia and energy 

connection that is highly versatile.  

Fixed Y base

1.200 x 680 mm. / 47.25 x 26.75 in.
ME3810 Oak

ME3811 Melamine
ME3812 TP ultramatte

1.200 x 750 mm. / 47.25 x 29.50 in.
ME3813 Oak

ME3814 Melamine
ME3815 TP ultramatte

1.200 x 900 mm. / 47.25 x 35.50 in.
ME3816 Oak

ME3817 Melamine
ME3818 TP ultramatte

Fixed Y base

1.500 x 680 mm. / 59.25 x 26.75 in.
ME3819 Oak

ME3820 Melamina
ME3821 TP ultramatte

1.500 x 750 mm. / 59.25 x 29.50 in.
ME3822 Oak

ME3823 Melamine
ME3824 TP ultramatte

1.500 x 900 mm. / 59.25 x 35.50 in.
ME3825 Oak

ME3826 Melamine
ME3827 TP ultramatte

CONNECT TABLE
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CONNECT TABLE

It is made of 100% recyclable aluminum and ecodesigned for the circular 
economy so that all components are easily separable and recyclable at the 

end of their useful life or they can be given a second life. 

Fixed Y base 

2.100 x 680 mm. / 82.75 x 26.75 in.
ME3837 Oak

ME3838 Melamina
ME3839 TP ultramatte

2.100 x 750 mm. / 82.75 x 29.50 in.
ME3840 Oak

ME3841 Melamine
ME3842 TP ultramatte

2.100 x 900 mm. / 82.75 x 35.50 in.
ME3843 Oak

ME3844 Melamine
ME3845 TP ultramatte

Fixed Y base

1.800 x 680 mm. / 71 x 26.75 in.
ME38280 Oak

ME3829 Melamina
ME3830 TP ultramatte

1.800 x 750 mm. / 71 x 29.50 in.
ME3831 Oak

ME3832 Melamine
ME3833 TP ultramatte

1.800 x 900 mm. / 71 x 35.50 in.
ME3834 Oak

ME3835 Melamine
ME3836 TP ultramatte
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CONNECT TABLE

Connect Table is a table plan with a 100% recyclable aluminum structure.
 Its structure is offered in three tones, white, black and polished aluminum. 
It can be configured with three types of bases, T-shaped, C-shaped and 

inverted Y-shaped, which is incorporated as a novelty to the series of tables. 
All these options incorporates casters with brakes to facilitate the movement 
of the table. The table bases are available in a wide variety of materials and 

shades of melamine, ultramatte laminate or oak and in a wide range of sizes. 

Fixed Y base 

2.400 x 680 mm. / 94.5 x 26.75 in. 
ME3846 Oak

ME3847 Melamine
ME3848 TP ultramatte

2.400 x 750 mm. / 94.5 x 29.50 in.
ME3849 Oak

ME3850 Melamine
ME3851 TP ultramatte

2.400 x 900 mm. / 94.5 x 35.50 in.
ME3852 Oak

ME3853 Melamine
ME3854 TP ultramatte
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Solid Conference Table

by Estudio Andreu

Solid Conference Table is characterized by the elliptical design of its base,
 with a soft rounding of its edges. It now incorporates a new version with 

a base in oak plywood, which opens up the option of using it in environments 
that require added warmth and naturalness. Solid is a totem column 

with an elliptical geometry in harmony with the table top, with a square 
shape and rounded corners, which allows a continuous and fluid 

path along its entire contour.

It presents an elegant and neutral aesthetic that integrates into the 
architecture of any public or private space. It uses 100% recyclable and 
100% recycled materials for its interior and FSC® oak wood with chain 

of custody for its exterior.  

An iconic design, honest and attractive for its forcefulness and simplicity 
of form that make it the quintessential central column table for business 

meetings or for the home.

Solid Conference Table is a range of tables with Pure ECO® thermo-polymer 
bases covered with sheets of FSC® oak plywood available in different shades, 

which are combined with tabletops in multiple sizes and materials. 
It has an elevating height option that makes it the essential model for 

business meetings or for the home.

ANDREU WORLD
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SOLID CONFERENCE TABLE

Meeting table with three polyethylene bases and with the option of an FSC® 
oak plywood base available with different top options. 

Meeting table with a central polyethylene base and with the option of an FSC® 
oak plywood base available with different top options. 

Meeting table with two polyethylene bases and with the option of an FSC® 
oak plywood base available with different top options. 
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